
                                                                   
 IN THE COURT  OF THE   SESSIONS  JUDGE ,NALBARI. 

          
 

   Sessions case  No. 36/ 2007. 
                 GR Case No.561/2006 
                                 U/S 376 IPC. 
 
 
                             State of Assam.                                                        
                                    VS. 
                               Khasnur Ali.                                     
                                
       
                                         
        Present     :  Shri  S. K. Sarma, AJS, 
                               Sessions Judge, 
                               Nalbari. 
 
Appearance  : 
 
For  the  State           :  Mr. M. Barman,  
                                    Public Prosecutor.                    
  
                                              
For the accused          :      Mr. K. Ali ,  Advocate. 
 
      
   Date of evidence         :  25.9.07, 28.2.08, 22.4.08, 
                                            19.8.08, 9.6.09, 26.11.09 & 21.9.11.
    
                                                                        
 Date  of  argument      :  17-12-2011. 
  
         Date  of  judgment     :  23-12-2011. 
 
  
                                     J U D G M E N T 
 
 
 

The prosecution story in brief is that the prosecutrix  Ms. 

Manuwara Begum is   a resident of  village Gusanikhat (Maju Siral) 

under Ghagrapar Police Station. The accused  Md. Khasnur Ali is  

also the  resident of the same  vicinity  . That the accused with a 

promise to marry committed sexual inter course with Manuwara 

Begum  and  as  a  result  she  became pregnant . At the time of the  
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incident Manuwara was 16 years of age. A village mel was also took 

place in this regard but the accused refuse to obey the decision of 

the mel. Then on 8.8.06  Md. Rafique Ali  , the father of the victim 

Monuwara Begum    filed the FIR before the Officer-in-Charge of 

Ghagrapar  Police Station and accordingly, a case was registered  at  

Ghagrapar  Police Station and investigated  the  case.  During  the  

course  of   investigation  victim  girl   was   examined  by  Doctor  

and  her statement under section 164 Cr.P.C. also recorded by the 

Magistrate and  after  completion  of  investigation  charge-sheet  

was  submitted  under section   376 of  IPC  against  accused  

Khasnur Ali .   

 

        The  accused  person  faced  the  trial    and  the  learned  

Court  below  committed  the  case  to  the  Court  of  Sessions  

after  furnishing  the  copy  as  the  case  is  triable  by  Court  of  

Sessions.   Thus  after  receipt  of  the  case  on  committal   and 

after  hearing   both  sides  on  the  point  of  charge  and  there  

being  ground  for  presuming   that the  accused  has   committed  

the  offence,  charge  under section  376   of  IPC  framed against 

accused Khasnur Ali  and  explained  to him   to  which  he  pleaded  

not  guilty  and  claimed  to  be  tried.   

 

 To  bring  home  the  charge,  the  prosecution   has  

examined  as  many  as  eight   witnesses and the defense side 

examined none.     Plea  of  defense  is total denial.    

 

 The  statement  of  the  accused  person  also  recorded  U/S  

313  of  Cr.P.C.   

  

I  have  heard  argument  of  learned  counsel  for  both  sides  

also  carefully  gone  with  the  record. 
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          Point  for  determination   

 

             (i) Whether  accused Khasnur  Ali   committed  rape  

upon Manuwara Begum   as alleged    ? 

 

 

DECISIONS  AND  REASONS  THEREOF 

 

 Victim Manuwara  Begum appearing as P.W. 1 stated that She 

knows the accused Khasnur Ali. She has talking terms with the 

accused. That during the last part of the  month of Chot prior to the 

last Chot the accused  came to her residence and called her brother. 

She was in their kitchen. Then she came out from the kitchen and  

replied that her brother is not in the house. Then the accused 

grabbed her and  removed her clothes and committed sexual 

intercourse with her . She told the accused that she will report the 

matter to her mother. Then the accused told her not to report the 

matter and told that he will take the necessary measure. Due to fear 

she did not report the matter to her parents. As a result of the said 

sexual inter course she became pregnant and she reported the 

matter to Saharan who is one of the friend of the accused, then 

Saharan informed about the matter to the accused but he did not 

come .After few days as her legs were swelling, then her mother 

took her to doctor and then came to know that she was three 

months pregnant.  On being asked she told her mother that the 

accused raped her and as a result she become pregnant. Her mother 

reported the matter to her father  and he met the paternal uncle of 

the accused and informed about the incident and he advised for 

abortion with a promise to pay some money for the said purpose. 

There after he paid some money to them and her parents took her 

to Doctor for advise and the doctor refused to do abortion. Then  

they informed the accused. As her father attempted to assault her 

due  to hit of passion, then she went to the residence of the accused   
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but the accused droved her out. She stayed for the night in the court 

yard of the accused and then the accused person called the villagers 

and they send her to her residence. The villagers convened a mel 

where the accused confessed about his guilt. But then the family 

members of the accused came there and they quarreled with the 

villager and the mel ended without any decision. There after the 

accused persons filed two cases against him and her father also filed 

a case. There after she gave birth of a dead female child. 

In cross examination she has denied the suggestion that at the 

time of the incident she was 19 years old. 

 

 P.W. 2 Rafiqul Ali  who is the father of the victim Manuwara  

Begum deposed that the incident took place  about 1 ½ years ago in 

the month of Saun. At that time his daughter Manuwara was about 

16 years of age.  He came to know about the illicit relationship of his 

daughter and the accused in the month of Saun prior to the last 

Saun. When her menstruation was stopped then he took her to 

Doctor  and then the doctor told that Manuwara was pregnant. Then 

on being asked by her mother  Manuwara told that she became 

pregnant from the side of Khosnur. Further stated that  Manuwara 

told him that the accused with a promise to marry her  committed 

sexual inter course with her and told that if necessary he will bear 

the cost of abortion. Then he informed the matter to the father of 

the accused and his paternal uncle  and as per their advise he 

convened a mel and in the said mel the villagers directed to pay an 

amount of Rs.10,000/ to Manuwara as penalty. But Manuwara did 

not agree to that as the accused with a promise to marry her looted  

her virginity. Then another mel was convened where the accused 

confessed about his guilt and the mel imposed a penalty of 

Rs.13,000/ out of which Rs.3,000/ was paid on that date for abortion 

of the child. But the child was not aborted. Ultimately, she gave birth 

of a dead child. Accused neither marry her nor paid the balance 

Rs.10,000/.Accused did not enquire about her and then he convened 
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another mel  but no decision taken place in the said mel and then he 

filed the case. Ext. 1 is the Ejahar filed by him. 

   

  P.W. 3 Soleman Ali has deposed that the victim, informant 

and the accused is known to him. About one and half year ago  the 

informant convened a village mel regarding the illicit relation ship  of 

his daughter Manuwara and the accused. He was present the said 

mel where the resolution was passed that the accused would  pay 

Rs.10,000/ to Manuwara. But Manuwara did not  the  agree to the 

said decision of the mel and then another mel was convened  where 

the resolution was adopted that the accused would pay Rs.10,000/ 

as compensation and another Rs.3,000/accused for abortion of the 

child. Then Rafique received Rs.3,000/ but the child was not 

aborted. About 3 days after the said mel Manuwara went to the 

residence of the accused but she was not allowed to enter in his 

residence .Then some village people took Manuwara  to her parents 

residence saying they  will settle the matter. There after another mel 

was convened but the same was not succeeded. About 3-4 months 

after of the said mel Manuwara gave birth of a dead child .In cross 

examination he has stated that the informant is his uncle. He has 

denied the suggestion that during investigation he has not stated 

before  Police about the imposition of penalty  upon the accused and 

that the accused paid Rs.3,000/ for abortion of the child. 

 

P.W. 4 Ms. Majoni Begum  deposed that the victim Manuwara 

belongs to her village. As Manuwara become pregnant ,so, a village 

mel was convened  where Khosnor confessed that child carried by 

Manuwara belongs to him. He paid Rs. 3,000/ to Manuwara in the 

said mel and she went to Nalbari for abortion but the Doctor refused 

to do the abortion at that stage. Then another mel was convened 

where the accused agreed to marry Manuwara or to pay Rs.50,000/ 

as compensation .Further stated that Manuwara was in love with the 

accused  and  the accused used to visit the house of Manuwara. She  
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come  know that the accused with a promise to marry Manuwara 

committed sexual relation with her. She has denied the suggestion 

that during investigation she has not stated before police that 

Khosnor confessed that the child carried by Manuwara belongs to 

him and that Khosnor paid Rs.3,000/ to Manuwara for abortion. 

Further denied the suggestion that she has not stated before Police 

that in the mel  the accused agreed to pat Rs.50,000/ Manuwara 

and that she knows about the relationship of Manuwara and 

Khosnor. 

 

P.W. 5  Phanidhar Das  who is the village Head Man deposed 

that the informant Rafik Ali, victim Manuwara and accused Khosnor 

are known to him. Rafik convened a mel  alleging about the illicit 

relation of Khosnor and Manuwara .He was present in the said mel 

where Manuwara disclosed that due to her illicit relation with the 

accused Khosnor she become pregnant. But the accused told that 

Manuwara had illicit relation with Sahjahan and no decision took 

place in the said mel. In cross examination he has stated that in the 

mel Khosnor denied that he had illicit relation with Manuwara.  

 

P.W.6  Dr. B.K.Sarma, Deputy Supdt. Of Kokoya CHC, Nalbari 

deposed  on 10.8.06 while he was working as Senior  Medical and 

Health Officer of SMK Civil Hospital, Nalbari, he examined  one 

Manuwar Begum on Police requisition in connection with Ghagrapar 

Police Station  case No. 75/2006  and found as follows- 

 

Height- 4 ft. 

13 nos. of teeth in upper jaw and 12 nos. in lower jaw. 

Secondary sexual character – developed. LMP in the month of 

Chaitra. 

No injury marks seen on her body, valve, vagina and other 

sexual organs. Her age is  above 18 years  as supported by X-Ray 

report. After perusing the X-Ray  plate bearing No. 2732 dtd.12.8.06 
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he has submitted the report. Ext. 2 is his report Ext. 3 is the report 

of the Radiologist of SMK Civil Hospital. 

Defense decline to cross examine him. 

  

P.W. 7 Amitabh Sensowa    is the Investigating Officer of this 

case .He has deposed that  as entrusted by O/C  Ghagrapar Police 

Station  he has investigated the case .He has recorded the 

statement of witnesses and also sent the victim  to Nalbari Civil 

Hospital for medical examination. Statement of Manuwara Begum 

also recorded by the Magistrate. After completion of the 

investigation he has submitted the charge sheet against the accused  

under section 376 IPC. Ext. 4 is the Charge Sheet.  

 

P.W. 8 Mr. M. Narayan deposed that on 8.10. 06 while he was 

working as SDJM, Nalbari then as per the direction of the Chief 

Judicial Magistrate, Nalbari he recorded the statement of Manuwara 

Begum under section 164 Cr.P.C.  in connection with Ghagrapar 

Police Station Case No. 75/06 under section 493/376 IPC  Ext. 5 is 

the said statement and Ext. 5(1) is his signature.  

 

 Initiating the argument on behalf the prosecution , learned 

Public Prosecutor Mr. Barman  has contended that the prosecution 

side has been able to prove the charge punishable under section 376 

IPC   against the accused Khosnor Ali  by all sort of evidence and the 

prosecution witnesses does not suffer from any sort of infirmities so 

as to cast doubt upon the prosecution story and implication of the 

accused person is apparent. 

 

Refuting the allegation , the learned  defense  counsel  Mr. Ali   

has    submitted the  following few points for which prosecution can 

not claim that the offence has been  proved beyond all reasonable 

doubt :- 
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i. That though the victim in her evidence stated that her 

present age is about 17 years but  in  her statement under section 

164 Cr.P.C  Ext . 5  she has clearly stated that her age was 19 years  

in 2006 while she was 6 months pregnant. As per the medical 

evidence also she was above 18 years of age .  So, definitely she  

was major  at the time of the alleged occurrence ;  

ii.  From the evidence of the P.W. 1  it appears that her 

parents came to know about the alleged incident while she was 3 

months pregnant .But the FIR was lodged while she was 6 months 

pregnant .Such inordinate delay in lodging the FIR is also cast a 

doubt about the authenticity of the prosecution case. 

iii.  that from the evidence it is found that the victim was a 

major girl and she had love affairs with the accused as appears from 

the evidence of the  P.W.4 who is the friend of the victim . Again, 

from the evidence of the P.W. 2 who is the father of the victim it is 

found that his daughter Manuwara had illicit relation with the 

accused . From the evidence of the victim it is also found that   she  

was remain silent till the doctor detected her three months 

pregnancy. So, even if there was sexual intercourse between the 

accused and the victim but   from the conduct of the victim girl it is 

found that she was consenting party. 

I have given my anxious consideration to the rival contentions 

raised in the bar. Firstly, I would like to deal with the submission of 

the learned defense counsel on the point of age of the victim.  The 

father of the victim in the FIR Ext. 1  stated that  the age of the 

victim is 16 years. During the course of investigation  neither the 

investigating officer obtained any document to prove her age nor the 

prosecution submitted any document in this regard during the trial. . 

The  prosecutrix  also  stated different age at different times. In her 

statement under section 164 Cr.P.C.(Ext.5) stated her age was 19 

years  in 2006 while she was pregnant of six months but  in her 

evidence during trial stated that her present age is 17 years.  So, we 

have not found the   definite age of the victim. According the doctor  
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P.W.6 her age was above 18 years  and the  marginal benefit of two 

years always  goes in favour of the accused. So considering all 

aspect of the matter it can be reasonably held that the victim was 

above 16 years at the time of the alleged incident.  

 

While arguing the case learned defense counsel has submitted 

that even if there was sexual intercourse between the accused and 

the victim but   from the conduct of the victim girl it is found that 

she was consenting party.  But in the case of rape   such consent 

would not have to play any role, if she was under the 16 years of 

age. In the instant case, from the evidence of the P.W. 4 it is found 

that the victim was in love with the accused and the father of the 

victim also termed the sexual relation ship of the victim and the 

accused as illicit sexual relationship and for abortion received money 

from the accused also. From the evidence discuss above, it is found 

that at the time of the alleged sexual intercourse the victim was 

above 16 years of age The victim in her statement under section 164 

Cr.P.C. stated that the accused thrice committed sexual inter course 

with her but she did not inform any body till detection of her 

pregnancy. . She was above 16 years of age at the time of the 

alleged incident and not just a child who would have surrendered 

herself to a forced sexual assault thrice without offering resistance 

what so ever.   All these implies  that she was the consenting party 

and as  she was the consenting party and  she willingly surrendered 

herself , if any such act was happened .  The conduct of the victim  

shows that there was consent on her part in having sexual 

intercourse with the accused . As she was the consenting party  and  

she was major , so, there was no rape even if the accused had 

sexually inter course with the victim.  

  

Regarding the point of delay in lodging the Ejahar,  it is  found  

from the FIR Ext. 1  that the FIR was lodged after 6 months of 

pregnancy though the informant came to know about the facts  that    
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his daughter was 3 months pregnant due to illicit relationship with 

the accused. It is often happens that the victim of rape  do not 

complain against such illegal acts   immediately because  of fear or 

shame etc. But  in the present  case , though the victim disclosed 

about the incident to her parents while she was three months 

pregnant but the FIR was lodged after six after the incident   .  

There  is no any proper  explanation what prevented them from 

lodging the  FIR at the earliest stage when they came to know about 

the alleged rape which also cast a doubt about the prosecution case. 

 So, from the discussion above it is found that  that at the 

relevant time the victim Manuwara    was  above 16 years of age 

and there was consent on her part in having sexual intercourse with 

the accused   and there is nothing  in the record to show  that her 

consent was obtained by  putting her in fear of death or hurt or   

consent  was obtained when she was incapable of understanding in 

its nature or consequences due to unsound of her mind ,intoxication, 

administration of  any stupefying  drug or substance by the accused  

either personally or through some agents.  

In view of my discussion above and taking into account of all 

the facts and circumstances of the case, I find and hold that  the 

prosecution side has failed to prove the  charge under section 376  

of IPC against the accused  Khosnor Ali beyond all reasonable doubt 

and he is entitled to acquittal. Hence, I acquit   the accused Khosnor 

Ali   and set him at liberty forthwith. 

 Given  under  my  hand  and  seal  of  this  Court  on  this  23rd  

day  of  December ,  2011. 

 

 

Dictated and corrected by me.                        (S. K. Sarma) 
   Sessions Judge, Nalbari. 

 

      (S. K. Sarma) 
Sessions Judge, Nalbari 
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A  P  P  E  N  D  I  X 
 

 

Prosecution  witnesses: 

 

P.W.1  Ms. Manuwara Begum. 

P.W.2  .Md.Rafique Ali. 

P.W.3 .Md.Soleman Ali.  

P.W.4  Ms.Majoni Begum. 

P.W.5  Sri Phanidhar Das. 

P.W.6  Dr.B .K. Sarmah. 

P.W.7 Amitabh Sensowa. 

P.W.8.Mr.M.Narayan. 

 

Defense  witnesses       -               

 NIL. 

 

Prosecution  Exhibits 

 

Ext. 1  FIR 

Ext. 2 Medical Report. 

Ext. 3Radicological Report. 

Ext. 4 Charge sheet 

Ext. 5 statement U/S 164 Cr.P.C. 

 

Defense  Exhibits          -          N I L. 
 
 
 
                                                                   ( S. K.  Sarma ) 
                                                                   Sessions Judge , 
                                                                         Nalbari. 
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